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ABSTRACT

ATTENTIONAL DEFICITS IN YOUTH BOXINGEFFECTS OF REPEATED MILD CLOSED HEAD INJURIES
SEPTEMBER 19 97
JOSE RAMON RAMIREZ
B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

M.S., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Professor Brunilda de Leon

This study was designed to determine whether lasting

attentional deficits result from repeated mild closed head
injuries related to participation in youth boxing.

Subjects consisted of 10 amateur boxers and 10 basketball

players who were participating in tournaments at
club.

a

youth

Subjects were matched for age, grade point average,

and socioeconomic status.

Attentional disruptions were

measured by four variables of the Test of Variable

Attention (TOVA)

Omission errors,

:

commission errors,

a

a

measure of attention;

measure of response inhibition and

impulsivity; response time, a measure of information

processing and motor response speed; and variability of
response time,

a

measure of consistency of attention.

boxers were tested

1

The

hour after the completion of the

boxing tournament and again

8

weeks later.

vii

The basketball

players were tested once while their
tournament was in
progress
The results of the study indicate that the
cumulative
effects of head blows sustained during the boxing
season

did not have a significant effect on TOVA measures
of
inattention, inhibition/impulsivity

,

processing and motor response speed.

or information

Variability was the

only index for which the mean score of the boxers differed

significantly from the norm.

Consistency of attention was

inconsistent and varied at the end of the boxing season
and appears to be the only variable affected by the

purported head blows.
The hypothesis that there would be significant

differences between boxers' mean TOVA scores obtained
1

hour after the last match of the tournament and those

obtained

8

weeks later was partially supported.

The mean

scores of the boxers for commission errors and consistency
of attention improved significantly between the two

testing conditions although their reaction-time score

decreased
The hypothesis that the mean TOVA scores of the

boxers obtained

1

hour after the last match of their

tournament would differ from those of basketball players
was supported.

The basketball players' reaction time was

significantly faster than that of the boxers at the end of
the season as well as

8

weeks later.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the United States, there are thousands
of
disadvantaged youngsters who believe that participation
in
sports will provide them with a way out of the poverty
and

despair currently affecting inner cities.

Historically,

sports have been one of the few avenues for upward

mobility for those in the bottom socioeconomic strata
(Eitzen

&

Sage,

1978; Govan, 1971).

Anyone with talent,

regardless of color or ethnic or social background, can

climb the ladder (Fine

&

reality is that only

out of 12,000 who try will make it

1

West, 1973).

However, the

into professional sports (Center for the Study of Sport in
Society, n. d.

)

Sports in the North American cultures are as

important as church, government, and even the family

itself (Eitzen

&

Sage,

1978; Govan,

1971).

Advocates of

organized sports believe them to be critical to the

psychosocial development of children and adolescents
because of the benefits gained through organized play and

movement and because it is assumed that sports promote
interaction across social and racial boundaries (Hart
Birrell, 1981)

.

&

However, empirical examination of the

world of sports shows that sports are highly stratified

1

and racially biased; and, like other
institutions, they
accoininodate and reinforce the existing
structure of social

inequality (Edwards, 1973b; Eitzen

&

Sage, 1978; Loy

&

McElvogue, 1970)
Harry Edwards (1973b), an African-American

sociologist and former Olympic athlete, explained that the

world of sports is

a

microcosm of the larger society and

therefore not immune from its illnesses.

Edwards also

made an interesting sociological observation about the
distribution of minorities in the world of sports,

pointing to the overrepresentation of minorities in
certain sports and the near zero representation in others.
This phenomena has been attributed to

a

variety of reasons

ranging from genetic explanations and physiological

prowess (Kane, 1971) to cultural influences, such as lack
of syntonic role models beyond the sports arena and lack

of access to certain sport opportunities (Edwards, 1972;

Edwards 1973b; Eitzen

&

Sage,

1978).

It has been clearly demonstrated that a

disproportionate number of minorities are found in track

and field events as well as in contact sports such as
football, the martial arts, and boxing (Edwards, 1972;

Kelly et al., 1991).

One of the inevitable by-products of

contact sports is the high incidence of injuries the

athlete receives to the body, face, and head (British
Medical Association, 1984; Kaus

&

Conroy, 1984).

In

contact sports, traumatic brain injuries
are very common,
with an estimated 250,000 concussions and
an average of
eight deaths per year in football alone (Kelly
et al.,

1991).

The sport of boxing is as ancient as civilization
itself.

From its beginning to current times, boxing has

evoked extreme and contrasting opinions.

It has been

criticized as brutal and its banning has been urged on the
grounds that the predetermined aim is to cause physical
damage to the opponent (American Medical Association,

cited in Maliszewski, 1990; British Medical Association,
1984; Canadian Medical Association, cited in Maliszewski,

1990; Jordan,
1928)

.

1987; Lampert

&

Hardman, 1984; Martland,

Boxing has also been purported to be degrading and

to foster violent behavior among boxers and observers

alike (Garcia-Albea

,

1990

;

Lampert

&

Hardman, 1984).

On

the other hand, proponents have taken the stance that

boxing enhances self-esteem, fitness, and self-discipline
and that it can become a potential source of income
(Mcllvanney, 1982)

.

Proponents have also argued that

banning the sport will only push it under ground where
supervision will be less readily available (Mcllvanney,
1982)

.

The debate over abolition or reforms of boxing is as

intense as the sport itself.

The medical and mental

health organizations, including the American Medical

4

Association (cited in Maliszewski, 1990) and
the American
Psychological Association ("Psychologists
recommend,"
have called for its abolition because of
injuries to
the body, face, and brain.
In 1983, the American Medical
1985)

Association (cited in Maliszewski, 1990) issued

a

report

on brain damage in boxing and urged stricter
regulations
to control the sport.
(1984)

passed

a

The British Medical Association

resolution supporting the abolishment of

boxing, recommending that in view of the proven ocular and

brain damage resulting from professional boxing the
association should campaign for its abolition.

Currently,

in countries such as Nicaragua, Sweden, Czechoslovakia,

and Norway, boxing is illegal.
The medical profession has documented the presence of

chronic brain damage in professional boxers based on

neurological and neuropsychological findings (Corsellis,
1989; Doggart,

1955; Lampert

&

Hardman, 1984).

The most

serious chronic health hazard in boxing is encephalopathy,
a

condition involving alterations of brain structures.

Lampert and Hardman (1984) explained that "blows applied
to the movable head cause the soft brain to glide and

swirl within the skull, tearing vessels and nerve fibers"
(p.

2676).

A variety of factors, including the direction,

intensity, velocity, and number of blows determine the
location, type, and severity of lesions (Gennarelli, 1993;

McAllister, 1992)

.

These lesions result in slowed motor

5

performance, ataxia, tremors, memory
defects, personality
changes, and reduced information processing
mainly in the
form of attentional difficulties (Cohen,
1993; Levin et
al.,

1989; Lezak,

1983; McAllister,

1992).

The observed

alterations are so common in boxers that the
condition has
been termed "dementia pugilistica" or "punch
drunk"
syndrome (Martland, 1928; Millspaugh, 1937).

The punch

drunk name actually derived from boxers and their
trainers

because at first glance the boxer suffering from the
syndrome appears drunk and presents with slurred speech
and marked tremors.

While studies of professional boxers have documented
the presence of the punch drunk syndrome

Natter, 1989; Jordan

Mortimer

&

&

(Bogdanoff

&

Zimmerman, 1988; Martland, 1928;

Pirozzolo, 1985), studies of amateur boxers

have not showed the traditional morphological and

personality changes observed in the professional boxer.
Butler et al.

(1993), Casson et al.

et al.

found no computerized tomography (CT)

(1979)

electroencephalography (EEC)

,

(1984),

and Thomassen

auditory evoked potential,

or neurological abnormalities in amateur boxers.

These

researchers reported only minor neurological changes,
indicating that amateur boxing does not result in

observable morphological changes.

The investigators

attributed the nonsignificant findings in amateur boxers
to the strict medical regulations that are followed as

well as the reduced number of bouts
and the availability
of head gear.
However, a review of the mild head injury
literature supports the theory that repeated
blows to the
head have an additive and deleterious effect
on the neural
network, resulting in what has been termed the
post-

concussion syndrome.
The symptoms of a mild head injury include
headaches,

dizziness, memory loss, personality changes, attentional

deficits, and information processing impairments
(Genaralli, 1993; Levin et al., 1989).

Kelly et al.

(1991), and Levin et al.

Cohen (1993),
(1989)

offered

a

plausible explanation of why studies of amateur boxers do
not show the same neurocognitive deficits seen in the

professional boxer.

They suggested that because

concussions are defined as traumatically induced
alterations in mental status that do not necessarily
include loss of consciousness, it is possible this form of

mild head injury is being dismissed as trivial by
physicians, athletic trainers, coaches, and researchers
alike.

Levin et al.

(1989)

and Cohen (1993)

reported that

mild head trauma patients frequently show normal
performance on traditional psychometric testing.

They

contended that tests that are task specific and
specifically designed to detect, for example, attentional

difficulties might be more sensitive to subtle deficits
caused by mild head trauma.

7

Further support for the belief that use
of
traditional psychometric tests might not
capture the
nature of subtle changes observed in the
mild head-injured
patient was presented by Gentilini et al.
(1989).
These
researchers reviewed studies of mild head injured
patients
that involved use of traditional psychometric
tests as
well as studies that involved tests of selective,
sustained, divided, and spatially distributed attention.

They concluded that traditional neuropsychological
tests

were inefficient in discriminating between controls and
mild head injured patients

1

month after head injury.

Thus it seems that the problem of evaluating neuropsychological functioning after mild head injury is likely to be

dependent upon adequate selection not only of control
subjects and statistical methods but also of test

procedures that tap those specific functional aspects more
impaired after
1989).

a

concussion (Cohen, 1993; Levine et al.,

Levin et al.

(1989)

and Cohen (1993)

suggested

that the return of test scores to normal levels does not

necessarily imply full recovery from trauma because in
mild head injuries there is cognitive "fragility" to

central nervous system stressors.
Another potential explanation of why studies of

amateur boxers do not show the typical changes observed in
professional boxers can be conceptualized from the
literature on mechanisms of recovery (Cohen, 1993; Wedding

8

et al.,

Although much of this literature
concerns
research on brain functioning in animal
models,
1986).

it is

plausible that recovery of functions
mechanisms could
explain the nonsignificant findings on
neurological
changes in amateur boxers.
Hier et al. (1983) reported
that considerable recovery can occur in brain
tissue that
is only temporarily compromised.

LeVere and LeVere (1982)

described lesioned subjects as "optimizers" who are
always
attempting to compensate for

a

loss in efficiency of a

given functional system by using compensatory mechanisms.

Statement of the Problem
The primary purpose of many after school programs

designed for at risk youth is to offer

a

place where young

males can safely gather and be protected from the violence

currently facing them in our inner cities.

Many of these

youth programs function as "second families" to hundreds
of children and adolescents by providing "functional" male

role models who are readily available to serve as big

brothers and fathers to these young people.

In addition

to the mentoring and socialization, after school youth

programs offer

a

variety of services, including tutoring,

vocational guidance, and organized sports and recreation.
Organized sports are offered in many after school

youth programs because the people in charge believe that
sports can serve as a potential buffer and/or alternative

9

to the drugs and gang violence
currently destroying the
lives of the youngsters they serve.
However, boxing,

which is the only organized contact
sport offered at boys'
clubs, may be placing these youths at
risk of mild head
injuries because of the inherent blows to
the head.
Mild
head injuries can result in a number of
neurocognitive
deficits, including deficits in arousal, selective

attention, divided attention, and sustained
attention.
This investigator conducted a study in an attempt
to

determine whether attentional deficits result from
injuries related to participation in
program.

a

youth boxing

The Test of Variable Attention (TOVA)

,

specifically to measure attention, was utilized.

devised
The

study was designed to answer the following questions:
1.

Are there attentional deficits resulting from

injuries related to participation in a youth boxing

program?
2.

Are there significant differences in attention

between participants in

a

youth boxing program and a

control group?
3.

If attentional deficits exist in youth boxers

after the last match of the boxing season, do they persist
for a period of

8

weeks?

10

Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were tested
in this

investigation
1.

There will be significant differences
between

the mean TOVA scores of boxers obtained

1

hour after the

last match of the boxing season and
age-appropriate norms
for the TOVA.
2.

There will be significant differences between
the

mean TOVA scores of boxers obtained

1

hour after the last

match of the boxing season and mean retest scores

weeks

8

later.
3.

There will be significant differences between the

mean TOVA scores of boxers obtained

1

hour after the last

match of the boxing season and mean TOVA scores of

a

comparison group.

Significance of the Study
Inner city children and adolescents throughout the

United States grow up in environments that are less than
optimal for their full psychosocial growth and development.

These young people are exposed to a number of risk

factors such as medical illness, family stress, inadequate

social support, and drug infested neighborhoods (Levine,
1988; Parker

&

Zuckerman, 1988).

The cumulative effect of

these risk factors will render the most resilient and

willing youngster unable to fulfill the most basic dream

11

to which everyone should be entitled,
that of becoming a
responsible and contributing member of his
family and

society (Levine, 1988).
Less publicized but nevertheless

a

risk factor is the

ever increasing number of head injuries
suffered by

children and adolescents in not only the inner
cities but
throughout the United States (Kelly et al.
,

1991).

The

morbidity and mortality associated with brain
injury has
been labeled a silent epidemic because brain injury
receives little attention relative to other medical
or

psychological conditions affecting young people
(Goldstein, 1990).

Head injuries affect close to

2,000,000 people in the United States (McAllister, 1992).

Nonmissile, closed head injuries are the most common, with
the majority of them occurring in association with motor

vehicle accidents.

Head injuries can also occur in any

form of athletic activity, although they happen most

frequently in contact sports such as football, martial
arts, and boxing,

sports in which a disproportionate

number of the participants are people of color (Edwards,
1973a; Levine et al., 1988; McAllister, 1992).

Because inner city youngsters are overrepresented in

organized contact sports, the question of what happens to
their brains during the span of a boxing season is an

important one.

been linked to

It is important because head injuries have
a

myriad of cognitive and behavioral

abnormalities, including confusion,
disorientation,
changes in personality, attentional
difficulties,

distractibility, forgetf ulness

,

poor concentration,

apathy, and fatigability (Cohen, 1993;
Gronwall, 1987).
The fact that reduced information processing
and

attentional deficits are linked to mild head
injuries
might render these youngsters unable to deal
efficiently
with the demands of everyday life, especially in
their
primary environment--the classroom.

It appears to this

investigator that these youngsters might have to invest
greater effort and concentration simply in order to follow

classroom lessons.

Thus a sport that was presented to the

young people as good for them might actually be further

compromising their future.

CHAPTER

2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this research was to
determine whether

participation in

a

youth boxing program may result in

lasting attentional deficits from head injuries.

As

background for the research, related literature was
reviewed and is discussed under the following topics:
Attention, including its constructs, components, and
assessment; morphopathological changes associated with

mild head injury; and head trauma in boxing.

Attention
Humans can be viewed as a general system for

processing

a

continuous stream of external and internal

information through various sensory modalities (Cohen,
1993).

Attention, according to Weber (1990), can be

defined as "the ability to be aware of stimuli, both
internal stimuli such as thoughts and memories and
external stimuli such as sights and sounds"

Cohen (1993)

(p.

73)

.

further described the constructs of attention

as a "class of behavioral and cognitive processes that

produce discernible effects"

(p.

capacity to orient and select

a

5)

.

Actually, the

course of actions based on

internal and external stimuli is fundamental to guard the

13
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organism against danger.

However, when head injuries

are experienced, the ability of the
organism to orient,
select, sustain, and inhibit information
is known to be
compromised (Cohen, 1993).

Neuropsychological studies have indicated that
the
type of attentional dysfunction varies as
a function
of

the brain systems that are damaged.

Lesions in the

anterior areas, predominantly at the prefrontal
areas,
have been linked to disorders of planning,
intentionality
and self-regulation; whereas parietal and temporal
lobe

lesions manifest as neglect because these areas influence

visuo-spatial representations of the external environment
(Cohen,

1993)

.

According to Morecraft et al.

(1993)

,

the

effective distribution of directed attention to the

extrapersonal space is largely coordinated and requires
the interaction of a large-scale neuronal network

consisting of the frontal eye fields, posterior parietal
cortex, and cingulate retrosplenial region.

Johnson et al.

(1987), explained that a person

processes all information automatically up to the highest
level possible without conscious control, thereby relying

on the reservoir of previous information stored in memory.

When automatic processing is unable to handle the level of
information input, as is typical in new situations,

controlled processing is activated.

The process of

activation depends on the integrity of the brain (Posner

&

15

Presti, 1978).

when this integrity is disrupted
as in the
case of head injuries, then information
processing becomes
impaired (Johnson et al., 1987).

Disturbed attentional processes in the head
injured
have been recognized since the late
19th century
by such

psychologists as Titchener (1924), James (1890),
and Wundt
Gentilini et al.

(1879).

(1989)

cited the work of Meyer

in 1904, who noted that "some patients were
unable to

concentrate their attention, even in occupations which
serve for mere entertainment such as reading or
playing
cards.

.

.

.

During interviews, such patients are easily

distracted and unusually tired when concentrating on
task"

(p.

163)

.

a

This finding supports the notion that

head-injured patients cannot divide their attention
adequately and that attentional difficulties are part of
the sequel of a head injury.

Construct of Attention
Historically, the definition and quantification of

attention has been challenging for most behavioral
scientists because of its intangible quality and because
it could not be conceptualized as a unitary process.

Early psychologists had such

a

difficult time operational-

izing the construct that most of them focused their

efforts on more measurable constructs such as language
impairment and memory dysfunction (Cohen, 1993).

Also, at

16

the turn of the century, psychology
was predominantly

dominated by the schools of Behaviorism
and Gestalt
psychology (Cohen, 1993). With the development
of

cognitive and experimental psychology, the
construct of
attention and its deficits became an area of
empirical
research.
Early psychologists remained puzzled by
the
construct because they were unaware that humans
could not
handle the infinite amount of information that
constantly

bombards the organism.

Therefore, experimental

psychologists hypothesized that some cognitive filters

must exist that allow the organism to orient, select, and
screen out irrelevant information in order to guide the

organism toward purposeful goal-directed behavior
(Barkley,

1988; Cohen,

1993; Weber, 1990).

Components of Attention

Many of our daily tasks are so familiar to us that
our attention is automatically applied, as for example in

driving home from work on

a

familiar route.

Thus,

automatic control refers to situations where one's

attention is so automatically applied to familiar
situations that tasks are performed without full

consciousness.

However, if on any particular day the

individual encounters road construction with

a

detour

sign, this unfamiliar situation will demand deliberate

attentional effort or what has been termed in the

17

literature as control attention (Barkley,
1988; Weber,
1990).
In control attention, a task is
not well learned
and routine and therefore requires
deliberate and

effortful concentration (Weber, 1990).

Because life is

full of changes, the organism is in a
constant state of

switching back and forth between automatic control
and
deliberate, effortful concentration (controlled
attention)

.

For purposes of this investigation,

will

I

focus on control attention and its major components.

Current conceptualization of the construct of

attention by various behavioral scientists tends to
support the notion that attention is not

a

unitary process

but a multidimensional construct having numerous

components (Barkley, 1988; Cohen, 1993).

Cohen (1993) and

Barkley (1988) explained that knowing the mechanisms
underlying the selection of information and the control of
stimulus and response processes is critical in order to

understand attentional dysfunction.

Furthermore, the

components of attention seem to be so interdependent that

deficits in one component such as vigilance are always

associated with deficits in other areas such as
impulsivity, selective attention, and distractibility
(Barkley

&

Stern, 1976; Klee

Egeth and Bevan (1973)

,

&

Garfinkel, 1983).

Hale and Lewis (1979)

,

and

Cohen (1993) have identified the different types or
conditions of attention as focused, selective, directed.

18

divided, sustained, effortful, controlled,
automatic, and
voluntary attention. These constructs
overlap other
mental or neuropsychological constructs
such as memory and
its aspects, motor planning and execution,
arousal,

impulsivity, and the regulation of behavior
by rules
(Barkley, 1988).
The following components of attention
have been described by numerous researchers:
1.

Alertness or arousal refers to the degree of

general sensitivity and awakefulness of the individual
and
how he or she responds to the environment.
2.

Selective or focused attention refers to the

ability to focus attention on critical stimuli while
ignoring other stimuli.

Deficits in this component have

been linked to inattention and distractibility

.

Distract-

ibility is the extent to which an individual responds to
the unessential or irrelevant aspects of a task.

Also

impulsivity is closely related to aspects of attention.
An impulsive child or adolescent more often than not

responds in a rapid but inaccurate fashion.
3.

Sustained attention refers to the individual's

ability to maintain an effective attentional set over an

extended period of time.

Sustained attention requires

vigilance, which is the persistence in directing sensory

perception to detect stimuli that occurs infrequently in
background of other noncritical events or targets
(Barkley,

1988; Cohen,

1993; Weber,

1990).

In sustained

a
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attention, the individual needs to
maintain an attentional
set and not be distracted by other
events such as external
irrelevant stimuli or one's own thoughts.
Span of

apprehension refers to the number of stimuli
or amount of
information the individual can effectively
attend to
s

imultaneous ly
4.

Divided attention refers to an attentional task

that requires the individual to attend to two or
more

tasks simultaneously.

This construct is still under much

debate because interference created by competing stimuli

clearly plays

a

to focus on.

However, we are too familiar with the

role in the final selection of which task

youngster that does homework while watching television!
5.

Intention and directed attention seem to be

related to the notion that when the individual is

confronted with multiple response selection, he or she
needs to direct his or her behavior to obtain information
that will provide the best results.

The attentional

system prepares the individual for optimal sensory intake,
analysis, and integration (Cohen, 1993).

Cohen (1993)

,

According to

the directivity of attention is

a

product of

planned, goal-directed behavior or course of action.

It

appears that attentional behavior in part is generated as
an intention to act (Cohen, 1993).
As has been noted, attention is not a unitary process

but a highly complex function where multiple components of
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attention are interdependent to
orchestrate an array of
behaviors such as driving a car to work
or working on a
mathematical formula. The many components
of the

attentional process make it almost
impossible to capture
the components of attention in test
batteries that are
traditionally designed to evaluate a compendium
of

cognitive functions such as language, memory,
or motoric
aspects of behavior.

Assessment of Attention
According to Cohen (1993), accurate assessment of
attentional functioning will depend on psychometric tests

designed to evaluate other cognitive functions, the
employment of specific neuropsychological tests designed
to measure attentional processes, and direct behavioral

observation.

For the most part, attentional measures have

been divided into behavior rating scales, laboratory
measures, and direct observational techniques (Barkley,
1988)

Behavioral rating scales are the most popular method
for assessing dimensions of individual behavior

1988).

Rosenberg and Beck (1986)

(Barkley,

reported that over 70%

of clinical psychologists and 60% of school psychologists

routinely employ behavioral rating scales as assessment
tools with attention-dif icit-disorder children and

adolescents.

These scales are purported to evaluate

a
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variety of different types of behaviors
within a short
time as well as the students' attentional
characteristics
in their natural environments,
assess the views of primary
care givers, and provide peer-referenced
normative data
(Barkley, 1988; Cohen, 1993).

The limitations of rating

scales include bias by the rater toward the
individual,
loss of information on the functional
parameters

(contexts

and consequences)

,

and the ambiguity of the meaning of

Items and their scaling reference points (Barkley,
1988).
The most popular and oldest laboratory techniques
in

experimental psychology for measuring mental capabilities
are the reaction time techniques, which were first
introduced by Oberliner in 1874 to evaluate psychiatric

patients (Levin et al. 1989).

Cohen (1993) described the

reaction time techniques as excellent measures of

processing speed and attention span because they measure
the capacity of the individual to process different loads

of information.
formats.

These measures come in

a

variety of

Some involve pressing or releasing a button as

soon as the subject registers the signal.

Others relay

multiple signals and multiple responses corresponding with
the signals (Barkley, 1988; Cohen, 1993).

Continuous performance tasks are similar to reaction

time techniques but different in the sense that in

continuous performance tasks many different stimuli may
be used and the subject is required to respond to only one
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type while inhibiting responses to
others. The individual
may be instructed to respond whenever
a particular target
letter is presented. The target letter
or a geometric
form is presented along with a distractor
(Barkley, 1988).

Measures derived from continuous performance
tasks include
total correct responses, errors of commission
(false hits)

and errors of omission (missed hits)

.

Commission errors

reflect impulsivity or difficulty inhibiting
response set
and omission errors reflect inattention (Barkley,
1988;

Cohen, 1993; Douglas, 1983; Weber, 1990).

Barkley (1988)

warned that interpretation of attentional difficulties
from reaction time and continuous performance tasks must
be done with caution because deficits in sensory

perception, motor programming and execution, and language

comprehension may hamper reaction times as well as
sustained attention.

Morphopathological Changes Associated
With Mild Head Injury
According to Gennarelli (1993)

,

divided into five general categories:

head injuries can be

extracranial

injuries, skull fractures, penetrating injuries, focal

brain injuries, and diffuse brain injuries.
two will be discussed in this review.

The latter

Gennarelli (1993)

explained that foca- and diffuse brain injuries differ and

that the type of injury predicts the effects to either the
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cortical areas or the deep structures
within the brain.
Focal brain injuries that are produced
by head contact
injuries in which the skull is penetrated,
as in a gunshot
or missile wound, or in which fragments
of the bone

penetrate the brain substance predominantly
comprise
contusions, lacerations of the brain, and
the various
hemorrhages and hematomas in the extradural,
subarachnoid,
and intracerebellar compartments of the brain.

The damage

is mostly created by the skull bending at
the point of

contact.

Also shock waves can be propelled throughout the

entire brain cavity, reverberating in certain areas and

producing coup (site of the blow) and countercoup lesions
(Gennarelli, 1993; Levin et

al.,

1989; McAllister, 1992).

One striking difference between closed and open head
injuries is that in open head injuries, many people do not
lose consciousness and there is a tendency for them to
have distinctive symptoms that may undergo rapid and

spontaneous recovery (Kolb

&

Whishaw, 1991)

Diffuse injuries, which are also called closed head
injuries, are caused by mechanical forces (acceleration or

movement factors) and blows to the head

(as

in boxing)

comprising brief coma, unconsciousness, and prolonged

posttraumatic coma, which is also known as diffuse axonal
injury (Gennarelli, 1993; Levin et al.

,

1989).

Injuries

caused by accelerating the brain result in subdural

hematomas from ruptured bridging veins as well as from

countercoup contusions and pressure
changes producing
microscopic lesions (Lampert & Hardman,
1984; McAllister,
1992).
These may occur throughout the brain but
are more
common in the frontal and temporal lobes
(Kolb & Whishaw,
1991; Lezak,

1983; Martin,

1989).

The twisting and shearing caused by accelerating
the

brain may produce damage to the major fiber tracts
of the
brain, especially those crossing the midline such
as the
corpus callosum and the anterior commissure.

This has

been associated with disrupted communication between the
hemispheres, leading to what is termed disconnection

syndromes (Kolb
1989).

&

Whishaw, 1991; Lezak, 1983; Martin,

The bruises and strains

(countercoup lesions)

caused by impact deceleration (the head hitting the ground
or,

in the case of boxers, hitting the ropes or mat)

may

produce bleeding (hemorrhage) or contusions to the orbital
surface of the frontal lobes and to the temporal lobes as

well as gliding contusions.

Because the blood is trapped

within the skull, it accumulates into
termed

a

a

growing mass

hematoma that exerts pressure on surrounding

structures.

Also, a collection of fluids

secondary to

a

(edema)

blow can result in another source of

pressure to the brain tissue.
Loss of consciousness is a common sequelae of diffuse

brain injuries resulting from strains to the fiber in the

brain stem reticular formation (Lampert

&

Hardman, 1984;
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Lezak, 1983; McAllister, 1992).

Lezak (1983) explained

that the duration of loss of consciousness
or length of
coma can serve as a measure of the
severity of damage
because it correlates directly with mortality,
intellectual impairment, and deficits in social
skills.
Computerized tomography (CT) scans of victims of diffuse
head
injuries have demonstrated enlarged ventricles,
which are

associated with poor outcomes.
Two kinds of behavioral effects from diffuse head

injuries are evidenced:

discrete impairment of those

functions mediated by the cortex at the site of the coup

and countercoup lesion and more generalized impairments
from damage widespread throughout the brain (Kolb

Whishaw, 1991; Lampert

&

Hardman, 1984).

&

Discrete impair-

ment is most associated with damage to the frontal and
temporal lobes, which are the areas most susceptible to
close head injury.

Diffuse impairment from lacerations

scattered throughout the brain results in general loss of
complex cognitive functions, including reductions in

mental speed, ability to concentrate, and overall
cognitive efficiency (Lezak, 1983).
Damage to the frontal and temporal lobes tends to
have significant effects on a person's personality and
social adjustment (Gennarelli, 1993; Lampert
1984; Levin et al., 1989; McAllister, 1992).
(1993)

&

Hardman,

Gennarelli

explained that in diffuse brain injuries an
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increase in acceleration is associated
with an increase in
axonal structural damage. Damage to
the axon and its
membrane produces ionic shifts within
the interior of the
axon, creating ionic imbalances and
shifts in polarization
of the axons and resulting in altered
transmission of the
neuronal network and neurological dysfunction
(Gennarelli,

1993; McAllister, 1992).

Clearly, an appreciation of the

brain's cellular response to minor and moderate
injury is
more than of mere academic interest because it
appears

to

be one of the primary mechanisms operating on the
post-

concussive syndrome.
Studies at the University of Pennsylvania have shown
that in the case of severe head injury with prolonged

posttraumatic coma, diffuse axonal damage constitutes
major cellular response.

a

This probably contributes to the

genesis of the disconnection of various projectional and

associational fiber systems, therefore interrupting the

communication in the entire neural system (Levin et al.
1989; Povlishock

&

Becker, 1985).

Mechanical forces seem

to affect large-caliber, long-tract decussating axons that
are preferentially vulnerable to injury by stretching or

compressing the tract at a focal point along an axon's
length, causing alterations in its integrity and permea-

bility.

The insult to the axons allows the influx of

ions, in particular calcium,

leading to focal impairment

of axoplasmic transport (Lasek

&

Hoffman, 1976)

.

Such
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damage eventually leads to the formation
of axonal
swelling and causes the axon to detach
from the more
distal axon cylinder.

Povlishock and Becker (1985), utilizing
radiolabel
tracers, lesioned animals in attempts to
replicate the
effects of head injury to human subjects.
Their results
demonstrated that traumatic brain injury evokes
focal

axonal damage within the cortical and cerebellar
efferents
as they course through the brain stem.
Within 12-24 hours
of the traumatic event, the shear and tensile forces

associated with the traumatic event physically tear the
axons, causing them to retract and expel

a

ball of

axoplasm that results in the formation of reactive axonal
swelling.

Levin et al.

(1989)

explained that animal

models can replicate many of the features of human head
injury.

They concluded that "the occurrence of axonal

damage throughout the neuroaxis has been recognized as

a

consistent feature of severe, moderate, and even minor
injury with the overall number of damaged (reactive) axons

increasing with the severity of the respective injury"
(p.

38)

.

It appears reasonable to speculate that

diffuse axonal damage in head injuries contributes to
disconnection of the central nervous system pathways and
thereby constitutes the morphological substrate underlying
the behavioral and functional abnormalities described

following relatively minor injury (Levin et al., 1989;
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Rimel et al., 1982).

Therefore, it seems that the actual

genesis of the diffuse axonal damage
(reactive swelling/
retraction ball) involves progressive
posttraumatic change
rather than an immediate tearing of the
axon (Levin et

al.,

1989; Gennarelli, 1982, 1993).

(1989)

However, Levin et al.

warned that caution must be exercised when

extrapolating results from animal models to humans
because
confounding variables such as interspecies differences
in

neuroaxis alignment, brain mass, skull thickness, and

brain geometry are among the many that must be confronted.

Head Trauma in Boxing

Neuroscientists have postulated the existence of
"shear strain" of axonal and dendritic tissue secondary to

rotational and acceleration/deceleration head trauma
(Levin et al.,

Mortimer

&

1989; Gennarelli, 1993; McAllister, 1992;

Pirozzolo, 1985)

.

Gennarelli (1982) has

conceptualized or utilized the approach of neurological
impairment to explain the symptoms of mild head injury
(postconcussive syndrome)

.

The symptoms of mild head

injury include headaches, dizziness, memory loss, nausea,
diplopia, personality changes, attentional deficits, and

information processing impairments (Boll

&

Barth, 1983)

The sport of boxing has generated most of the studies

on the potential effects of head injuries in sports

because among the contact sports, boxing is the only sport

that has as its goal rendering the
opponent unconscious
through successive blows to the head (Levin
et al., 1989;

McCunney

&

Russo, 1984).

Martland (1928) provided the

first original description of the neurological,
cognitive,
and behavioral impairments that can follow
a career of

professional or amateur boxing.

Boxers may develop

a

combination of cerebellar, extrapyramidal, and pyramidal

motor signs accompanied by marked intellectual and
psychiatric impairments (Martland, 1928; Roberts, 1969).
Levin et al.

(1989)

and Gronwall and Wrightson (1975)

reported that the punch drunk syndrome is characterized by

mild confusion and unsteady gait, which progresses to
increased speech and motor latencies as well as upper

extremity and head tremors.

Sudden fatal injuries in

boxing might be the result of subdural and subarachnoid

hemorrhage (Adams

&

Brunton, 1989)

.

The neuropathology of

the punch drunk syndrome seems to involve a tetrad of

different pathological processes affecting different parts
of the brain stem, the cerebellum, and the cerebral

hemisphere.

These processes appear to be related to the

biomechanical forces applied to the head during

a

boxing

event.
The term dementia pugilistica was coined by

Millspaugh (1937) to describe the neuropsychiatric
disturbances seen in ex-boxers.

Johnson (1969) elaborated

on the neuropsychiatric symptoms of the punch-drunk
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syndrome and described five overlapping
organic psychosyndromes attributable to boxing. They
included chronic
amnesia, dementia, morbid jealousy, rage
reactions, and
psychosis.
Defects of memory affecting retention of

immediate and delayed events and personality
disorganization affecting cognitive functioning were also
noted.

The

degree to which mental impairments parallel physical
signs
in the syndrome is controversial.
Johnson (1969)

explained that neurologic manifestations precede

psychiatric ones.

However, Critchley (1957) proposed that

the mental symptoms evolve in parallel with the physical

deficits
The presentation of dementia pugilistica correlates

with degeneration of the substantia nigra (which is a
nucleus in the midbrain containing the cell bodies of
axons containing dopamine)

,

cerebellar scarring, partial

disintegration of the septum pellucidum, and the widespread presence of Alzheimer neurofibrillary tangles

without neuritic plaques, particularly in the medial
temporal cortex (Jordan, 1987; Jordan

&

Zimmerman, 1988).

Other researchers have reported findings of cortical
atrophy and ventricular enlargement (Thomassen et al.,
1979).

Computerized tomography studies have disclosed

evidence of cerebral atrophy and septum pellucidum in

about half of the boxers studied and electroencephalographic abnormalities have been found in approximately
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one-third to one-half of the boxers examined
(Levin et
al.,

1987).

The onset of the punch-drunk syndrome can
occur

anywhere from

6

to 40 years after the initiation of a

boxing career and averages approximately 16 years
(Critchley, 1957; Mortimer

&

Pirozzolo, 1985).

More

importantly, Critchley (1957) concluded that the

punch-drunk syndrome is a progressive condition even after
cessation of boxing and is essentially irreversible.
The relationship between boxing and brain damage

remains controversial, to say the least.

However, the

evidence seems to support the notion that professional

boxers may suffer brain damage as

a

result of partici-

pating in the sport and that the greater the number of
fights, the greater the likelihood of damage (Brooks et
al., 1987; Gennarelli, 1993; Jordan, 1987; Lampert

Hardman, 1984; Levin et al.

McCunney

&

,

&

1989; McAllister, 1992;

Russo, 1984; Mortimer

&

Pirozzolo, 1985;

Thomassen et al., 1979).
The amateur boxing authorities maintain that the

damage sustained by professional boxers could not occur at
the amateur level because there are fewer rounds of

shorter duration, fights are stopped more quickly if one

participant is in trouble, and the athletes wear
protective gear, which is not required in professional
boxing.

Timperley (1982) presented

a

good argument

against the protective gear and
suggested that
the main problem in brain damage
in boxers is not
primarily the force of the blow to the
head bu?
the rotation of the head that the
blow induces.
It IS the rotational forces that
set up
swirling motion of the cerebral tissue the
resulting
axonal damage; and a head gear, although
preventing local injury, is unlikely to
prevent
rotation of the neck, which is particularly
effectively induced by blows to the chin.
by adding weight to the head, it may even Indeed,
increase
the degree of rotation by adding irregularities
to
the surface of the head enabling it to
rotate more

m

effectively.

(p.

289)

Researchers have generally found impaired

performances of professional boxers on neuropsychological
tests and have correlated test results with abnormal

computerized axial tomography (CAT)

encephalography (EEC) tests.

scans and electro-

Abnormal performances have

been demonstrated on tests measuring attention,
concentration, immediate and delayed memory, new learning

sequencing abilities, and speed of information processing
On tests of motor speed, nonverbal auditory perception,

and abstract abilities, professional boxers did not show

major differences when compared with control subjects
(Drew et al.
1989)

.

,

1986; Levin et al.,

1987; Levin et al.

Although these results lend support to the

suspected relationship between professional boxing and
brain damage, the studies are plagued by methodological
flaws, including a failure to report mean scores, a lack
of matched control groups, and

a

lack of stated criteria

for test abnormality (Mortimer

&

Pirozzolo, 1985)

In general,

results of studies that have examined
the
cognitive functioning of amateur boxers
have suggested
only minor neurological changes in
the boxers when
compared with controls. Changes include
poor performance
on a word learning test, poor copy and recall
of geometric
figures, and slower complex reactions but
faster movement
and simple reaction times. No differences were
demon-

strated on tasks of attention and concentration,
verbal
memory, visuomotor functioning, associate learning,
and

information processing speed (Brooks et al.
et al., 1987).

,

1987; Levin

What is worth noting is that these studies

of amateurs represent an improvement over the studies of

professional boxers because they included matched controls
and more sensitive standardized neuropsychological test

measures
In spite of results showing only limited neurological

impairment in amateur boxers, mild head trauma without

a

loss of consciousness has been shown to produce

dysfunction without associated neurologic signs (Gronwall
&

Wrightson, 1975; Levin et al., 1989).

Critical functions

such as retrograde and anterograde amnesia, recent memory,

new learning, attention and concentraion

,

and information

processing speed have been shown to be impaired on
neurologic evaluation at various events and are felt to
reflect the physiological events and diffuse microscopic
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changes known to accompany a concussion
(Gronwall

Wrightson, 1975)

.

Corsellis et al.

(1973)

retrospectively reviewed the

clinical histories of 15 boxers,

3

of whom did not display

any degree of memory impairment prior to death.

remaining 12,

dementia and
(1969)

6
3

&

Of the

had histories consistent with progressive

had marked memory impairments.

Johnson

found that of 17 ex-boxers referred to the hospital

for neuropsychiatric symptoms, 11 were considered to have
a

chronic amnestic state that was thought to have been

present since the end of the boxers' careers.
displayed

a

Another

3

slowly progressive dementia with insidious

deterioration of memory and intellect.

Blonstein and

Clarke (1957) and Lezak (1983) explained that assessing
retrograde and anterograde amnesia is potentially useful

because the duration and severity of traumatic amnesia can
predict the sequelae of head injury and that might be of

particular help with regard to mild head injuries in
boxing.

In a study that utilized a matched control group

of soccer players, Thomassen et al.

(1979)

found

significant differences between boxers and soccer players
in six areas:

vocabulary as assessed by the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale, motor functions of the left
hand, ability to perform intellectual functions of words,

phonetic analysis of words, and logical memory.

In all

test protocols, the boxers exhibited greater deficits.

However, the soccer players in the
control group had
significantly higher mean level of education,

a

a

confounding variable that may have accounted
for the
obtained differences between the boxers and the
soccer
players
Heilbruner et al.

(1991)

assessed cognitive functions

of 23 amateur boxers before and after an amateur
boxing

event.

They utilized a range of cognitive measures

including tasks of verbal, figural, and incidental memory;

motor functions; attention and concentration; and information processing speed.

Compared with their prefight

performance, boxers demonstrated significant deficits in

verbal and incidental memory, but enhanced executive and

motor functions.

Significant improvements were demon-

strated in tapping speed with the dominant hand and also

improvements in postfight performance on
cognitive flexibility.
interest was that

4

a

task of

However, a finding of particular

boxers with the most extensive fight

histories demonstrated slower dominant hand-tapping speed

after their fights compared with their prefight speed.
The likelihood could exist that these boxers might have

sustained enough head blows that they were presenting

with some of the symptoms associated with diffuse brain
damage.

Heilbruner et al.

(1991)

suggested that such a

finding would be consistent with reports in the literature
of slowed movement and delayed reaction times in boxers

with extended fight records.

However, peripheral injuries

to the hands as a result of engaging in

a

greater number

of events might have also accounted for
the slower

dominant hand-tapping speed (McCunney
The study by Heilbruner et al.

&

Russo, 1984).

(1991) was one of the

best studies reviewed because the boxers and control
subjects were matched in all variables.

The researchers

utilized a within-subject design that compared the
subjects with themselves.
existed.

But even in this study problems

Predominantly, the researchers failed to

calculate the number of subconcussive head blows and
failed to use a matched control group of boxers who

engaged in exercise for

a

period of time equivalent to a

three-round match.
Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in

a

retro-

spective study of 13 amateur boxers, Holzgrife (1973)
found that following fights,

5

of the 13 boxers

demonstrated focal neurological signs without evidence of
small hematoma or other structural alterations.
al.

(1984)

Casson et

evaluated 18 active and former boxers who

underwent neurological examination, neurophysiological
testing, electroencephalograms, and computerized topography

and found that

8

7% of all the boxers demonstrated abnormal

findings on at least two of the four examinations.

Each

boxer scored at the impaired range on more than one of the
neuropsychological measures that included the Trail Making
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Test, the Digit Symbol Test, the Wechsler
Memory Scale,

and the recall condition of the Bender
Visual-Motor

Gestalt Figures.

The researchers also obtained signifi-

cant correlations between abnormal CT scans,
age, and the
number of professional fights, supporting the
relationship

between length of professional career and the presence
of
brain damage.

However, the subjects in this investigation

were not randomly selected and this hampered the generalizability of the results to the general population of
boxers.
In another study, Casson et al.

(1982)

found that

atrophy and EEG indications of brain damage increased with
the number of fights.

They also reported that the number

of head punches did not correlate with the occurrence of

neurologic signs.

They concluded that imaging methods

cannot clarify the development of chronic encephalopathy.

Kaste et al.

(1982)

examined 14 top-rated boxers for

neurological deficits and found only
deficits.

However,

5

showed abnormal EEGs.

1

who showed abnormal

showed CT evidence of atrophy and
Sironi et al.

(1982)

6

were able to

correlate young boxers' successes and failures to CT scans
and EEGs and were able to demonstrate that the number of

knockouts correlated with impairment on the imaging
measures.

Years of boxing activity and the number of

matches did not predict cerebral dysfunction.
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It appears that current assessment
techniques such as

the CT scan and EEG can only detect gross
structural

changes in the brain.

Failure to detect abnormalities in

amateur boxers with the MRI scan or neurologic
examination
may reflect several factors: the small sample
size, the

duration between the last bout and the examination,
and
the lower exposure to head trauma among amateur
boxers

when compared with professional boxers.

It may be that

young boxers with limited ring experience escape brain
injury (Jordan

&

Zimmerman, 1988)

The Council of the American Medical Association and

the World Medical Association have unequivocally stated

their position against the sport of boxing.

The council

issued a report on brain damage in boxers and recommended

better medical supervision and stricter regulations
(Gunby,

1986; Heyman,

1990).

The American Psychological

Association (APA) also delivered

a

position statement

calling for ringside evaluations of boxers during bouts in
an attempt to curb injury to the brain and nervous system.

The association's ultimate goal was to eliminate both
amateur and professional boxing ("Psychologists recommend,"
1985)

Summary
The literature indicates that attention cannot be

reduced to a single neurobehavioral event because it has

multiple components.

The main function of the attentional

system seems to be related to the necessity
of the
organism to navigate in its environment. Attention
facilitates cognitive and behavioral regulation
by

reducing the amount of information being attended
to at
one time. Attentional filters and processes frame
incoming stimuli (as well as internal stimuli) with
regard
to available capacity of the individual, thus functioning
as a gate for information flow to the brain.

Because attention is the by-product of an array of

cortical and subcortical processes, including sensory
selection, response selection, attentional capacity, and

sustained performance, studies of brain dysfunction due to

various forms of head injuries indicate that dysfunction
varies as
diffuse)

.

a

function of the type of head injury (focal vs.

Attentional and information difficulties that

have been observed in the head injured patient include

persistent distractibility

,

f orgetfulness

tration, apathy, and fatigability.

,

poor concen-

Closed head injury, by

its various mechanisms, produces diffuse damage that in

turn affects how much and how rapidly information can be

processed in contrast to the more specific deficits that
result from penetrating brain injuries.
The literature tends to support the relationship

between professional boxing and chronic encephalopathy or
punch drunk syndrome.

The syndrome is characterized by
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various neurologic symptoms, including
confusion and
unsteady gait which progresses to increased
motor
latencies, tremors, and speech difficulties.

Parkinsonian

symptoms accompanied by intellectual and psychiatric

impairments appear to be secondary to degeneration of

dopaminergic cells of the substantia nigra nucleus.
The mechanisms of rotational acceleration, linear

acceleration, carotid injuries, and deceleration upon
impact play a significant role in the onset of the punch-

drunk syndrome.

Diffuse axonal damage and the microscopic

lesions to the axons of the neurons, Purkinje cell loss,

and white matter degeneration appear to be responsible for
the slow and progressive onset of the postconcussional

symptoms observed.

Neurologic and radiologic techniques

such as electroencephalography (EEG) and computerized

axial tomography (CAT)

scans have indicated brain damage

in professional boxers, whereas magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI)

has reportedly been normal in amateurs.

The length

of the boxer's career, but not the number of knockouts,

plays

a

major role in the postconcussive syndrome.

Neuro-

psychological studies seem equivocal but have generally
found impaired performance on tests measuring attention,

concentration, immediate and delayed memory, new learning,

sequencing ability, and speed of information processing.
No significant differences have been found between boxers

and control subjects in motor speed, nonverbal auditory

perception, and abstraction abilities.

However, the

evidence remains that mild concussive head
injuries are
cumulative, with greater deficits in information-

processing tasks and
a

a

longer period of recovery following

second concussion.

Attentional deficits in boxers seem to be linked to

neuropathological processes such as those experienced by

brain-injured patients.

Failure to effectively scan the

environment is in effect an attentional disorder.

The

ability to maintain and shift mental sets; to plan,

problem solve, and follow through

a

course of action; and

to modulate the level of arousal are largely functions

coordinated by the frontal lobes and the limbic systems.

These are two brain areas clearly implicated in coup and
countercoup lesions experienced by boxers.

CHAPTER

3

METHODOLOGY

This study was conducted to determine
whether lasting
attentional deficits result from repeated mild
closed head
injuries related to participation in a youth
boxing

program.

The procedures employed in the investigation
are

described in the following sections:

Source of Data,

Measuring Instrument, Testing Procedures, Treatment of
Data, and Limitations of the Study.

Source of Data

A sample of 20 Puerto Rican boys who were members of
a youth club that offered boxing and basketball among

other recreational programs were utilized for this
investigation.

The subjects ranged in age from 11 to 17

years and comprised

a

treatment group and a comparison

group matched for age, grade point average, and socio-

economic status to control for the effects of those
variables on testing results.

Subjects in the treatment

group were 10 boxers who made the boxing team and stayed
on the team for the length of the tournament.

Any boxers

who missed practices or matches were excluded from the
treatment group.

The comparison group consisted of 10

basketball players who were participating in
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a

basketball
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tournament that was being run concurrently
with the boxing
tournament.

Measuring Instrument
The Test of Variable of Attention (TOVA)
was utilized
to measure attentional disruptions in the
subjects.

TOVA was designed primarily as

a

The

diagnostic and treatment

instrument for children, adolescents, and adults
with

attentional deficits.

The TOVA is a 23-minute computer-

ized fixed-interval, visual, continuous performance
test

developed by Greenberg (1991) that is not language based,
requires no left-right discrimination, and has negligible

practice effects, although some spatial discrimination
(i.e., scanning up and down)

is necessary.

The TOVA was selected as it is one of the few

continuous performance tests found that minimizes the
effects of cultural differences because it utilizes

geometric stimuli which are neither language nor education

dependent (Boivan et al., 1996).

Greenberg (1991)

asserted that these features are significant, given that
children who demonstrate problems with attention and
impulsivity frequently also present with learning problems
that may include delays in language-related tasks as well
as left-right discrimination difficulties.

Hence,

utilizing the TOVA to ascertain inattention and
impulsivity excludes these difficulties, and that might
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not be the case with other continuous
performance tests
using language- or number-based stimuli
or requiring
attention to a specified sequence of stimuli.
The TOVA has two visual stimuli that
are presented
for 100 msec every

2

seconds.

The stimulus with the inner

square adjacent to the top edge is the
designated target.
Subjects are instructed to press a microswitch
or trigger,
which has an insignificant error of measurement

(10 msec),

as quickly as they can when the target stimuli
is

presented and to refrain from pressing the trigger when
the nontarget is presented.

The target-nontarget ratio

differs in the two halves of the test.

The designated

target is presented randomly in 22.5% of the trials during
the first half of the test, whereas the target is

presented in 77.5% of the trials during the second half.
The infrequent stimulus condition of the first half
of the TOVA is particularly effective at indexing

attention, whereas the frequent stimulus condition of the
second half of the test places particular demands on the

subject with regard to response inhibition and impulse
control by introducing

a

response set.

The varying

target-nontarget conditions facilitate the examination of
the effects of differing response sets on inattention and

impulsivity.

In addition,

scores on the TOVA are recorded

for each quarter of the test, allowing users to examine

the effects of practice and fatigue on inattention and

impulsivity within each of the response conditions.

The TOVA has age 4-80+ norms and is
comprised of
seven variables, of which only the following
four were
utilized in this investigation:

Omission errors or failure to respond to the
designated target, commonly interpreted as a
measure of
1.

inattention
2.

Commission errors or responding inappropriately

to the nontarget, commonly interpreted as a
measure of

response inhibition or impulsivity.
3.

Mean time for correct responses to the target,

interpreted as

a

measure of information processing and

motor response speed.
4.

Standard deviation of times for correct responses

to the target,

interpreted as

a

measure of variability or

consistency of attention.

Testing Procedures

Permission for testing was granted by the youth

program coordinator.

Prior to administration of the TOVA,

the investigator met with the parents of potential

subjects to answer any questions and have them sign

consent forms (see Appendix)

participate in the study.

for their children to

The investigator took this

opportunity to assure the parents that participation was
not obligatory, that the data obtained for each subject

would be kept strictly confidential, and that only
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averaged data would be discussed with
members of the
dissertation committee and in conferences.
The potential subjects were asked to answer
a short

demographic/medical questionnaire.

Only those with no

reported history of head injuries, psychiatric
symptomatology, or drug use or abuse, as well as no

apparent perceptual or motor disorders were selected
for
the treatment and comparison groups.

Other variables

assumed to influence TOVA results— such as motivation,

motor agility, caffeine, and experience with computers
were not controlled for and were thus

a

limitation for

this investigation.

Boxers who met the criteria for participation were
tested twice:
and again

8

once on the last day of the boxing season

weeks later.

participating boxers

1

The TOVA was administered to

hour after completing their bouts

and this constituted the baseline condition.

began the TOVA with

Subjects

3-minute practice session; if they

a

had no questions, the 23-minute testing session was
started.

Testing was conducted in the main office of the

youth club, which was free of noise (telephone was
disconnected) or other distractions.

The room was dimly

lit with a single lamp next to the computer.

The examiner

sat directly behind each subject to monitor behavior

during the task.

No further instructions were provided.

Boxers were retested

8

weeks later under the same
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conditions.

The basketball players who
constituted the
control group were tested once while
their tournament was
in progress under the same conditions
as the boxers.
AH
subjects were compensated with $20 for
their participation
in the study.

Treatment of Data
Each subject received total scores that were
computed

by adding the scores for each quarter of the
TOVA for each
of the four variables used in this investigation:

omission errors, commission errors, mean correct response
times, and standard deviations of correct response
times.
The norm-referenced procedures of the TOVA allow

interpretation of performance in two ways.

First, a

standard deviation of 1.0 to 2.0 is considered

mild

a

problem, a standard deviation of 2.0 to 3.0 is considered
a

moderate problem, and

considered

a

a

standard deviation over 3.0 is

severe problem.

Scores are also utilized to

determine deviations from the norms.

Similar to an IQ

score, the normal range, according to Greenberg (1991)

lies within 90 to 110.

Thus, 80-90 would be considered a

"low average" score and anything below 80 would be in the

impaired or severe problem range.
Two pair-wise t-tests were utilized to test the

hypotheses that there will be significant differences

between the mean TOVA scores of boxers obtained

1

hour
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after the last match of the boxing
season and ageappropriate norms for the TOVA and between
the mean
TOVA scores of boxers obtained 1 hour
after the last match
of the boxing season and mean retest
scores 8 weeks later.
A repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was also
performed to compare the initial mean scores of
the boxers
per quarter of the TOVA with the retest scores
8 weeks
later.

A series of independent groups t-tests were

employed to test the hypothesis that there will be
significant differences between the mean TOVA scores of

boxers obtained

1

hour after the last match of the boxing

season and mean Tova scores of

a

comparison group.

An

spss/pc+ system at the University of Massachusetts Amherst

computing service was utilized to run the statistical
analysis

Limitations of the Study
This investigation had the following limitations:
1.

According to Greenberg (1991), variables such as

motivation, motor agility, caffeinated drinks, and

experience with computers are assumed to influence TOVA
results.

These variables were not controlled for in this

investigation
2.

In a study that explored factors affecting

reaction time, Simo Taimela (1991)

found that reaction

times of subjects were influenced by the time of the day

that meals were ingested and if
testing of reaction times
was done outside the daily testing
schedule.
Taimela also
found that defect in color vision and
body size were
notably related to reaction time. No attempt
was made to
control for the effects of these variables
on testing

results.
3.

On numerous occasions, the investigator
observed

that during the subjects' sparring sessions the
coach was

not present and the subjects were sparring without

supervision.

It is possible that purported damage could

have been incurred during unsupervised practice.

No

attempt was made to control for the effects of

unsupervised sparring on test results.
4.

Generalization of the results of this

investigation to populations other than the boxers who
were members of the Holyoke area youth club would be

empirically precluded.

CHAPTER

4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

In this chapter the results of the investigation are

reported.

The chapter is divided into the following

sections:

descriptive statistics and statistical

analysis

Descriptive Statistics
The subjects in this investigation consisted of a

treatment group and
group

(n =

members of

10)
a

a

comparison group.

The treatment

was comprised of amateur boxers who were

local youth club that offered boxing as one

of its recreation programs.

The comparison group

(n =

10)

was made up of basketball players who were also members of
the youth club.

The subjects in the two groups were

matched for age, grade point average, and socio-economic
status to control for the effects of those variables.

demographic data on the subjects are presented in Table
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Table

1

Means and Standard Deviations for Demographic
Variables
^--Lduxes
of Boxers and Basketball Players

Variables

Boxers

Basketball Players

Age (years)

14.7

(1.8)

14.7

(1.8)

Grade point average

75.5

(7.90)

80.2

(2.3)

Income (per year)

$12,000

$12,000

Statistical Analysis
It was hypothesized that the boxers would exhibit

attentional disruptions, as measured by the Test of

Variable Attention (TOVA)

,

at the close of the boxing

season as a result of the cumulative effects of repeated

blows to the head sustained during the course of the

boxing season.

It was also hypothesized that if the

boxers did not sustain any type of head injury for
period of

8

a

weeks following the boxing season their TOVA

scores would return to the average range (90-110)

.

For

comparison, basketball players were administered the TOVA

once while they were participating in

a

basketball

tournament that was held concurrently with the boxing

tournament
A pair-wise t test was used to compare the mean TOVA

scores of the boxers obtained

1

hour following the last
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match of the boxing season for each
of four indices-omission errors, commission errors,
reaction

time, and

variability of reaction time— with the
appropriate age
norms for the TOVA.
The results of this analysis are

presented in Table

Table

2.

2

Comparison of Normative Scores with Mean Standard
Scores
of Boxers for Four Variables Measured by the
Test of
Variable Attention Immediately Following the Boxing
Season

Variable

M

SD

t

df

Omission errors

87.

8

27.8

-1.39

9

>

.05

Commission errors

77.

6

35.5

-1.99

9

>

.05

Reaction time

94. 9

20.1

-0.80

9

>

.05

Variability

82.

23.5

-2.33

9

<

.05

9

The mean scores of the boxers for ommission errors,

which are a measure of inattention, and commission errors,
which are a measure of inhibition and impulsivity, while
not significantly different from those of the normative

sample

,

showed trends toward inattention and impulsivity

The mean score of the boxers for reaction time,

a

measure

of processing and motor speed, was also not significantly

different from the norm; however, it was within the
average range as operationalized by the author of the
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TOVA (Greenberg, 1991).

Variability, a measure of

consistency of responding, was the only
index for which
the mean score of the boxers was
significantly different
from the norm.
This finding suggests
that the boxers'

consistency in responding to the designated
target was
problematical
A second pair-wise t test was employed
to compare the

mean scores of the boxers on the four indices
measured by
the TOVA immediately following the close of
the boxing
season (Test 1) with their mean retest (Test
scores

2)

obtained

8

weeks later.

shown in Table

3

(p.

54).

The results of this analysis are

Statistically significant

results for two of the four indices were found.
score of the boxers obtained in Test

1

The mean

for commission

errors was significantly lower than their mean score

obtained in Test

2,

indicating that the boxers responded

more impulsively and inappropriately during the first
test.

Their mean score for variability (consistency of

attention)

Test

improved significantly between Test

1

and

2.

Although no significant difference was found in mean
scores of the boxers for omission errors between Test
and Test

2,

a

trend toward recovery emerged.

1

However,

reaction time tended to be faster during the first test
than during the second test.
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Table

3

Comparison of Mean Standard Scores
of Boxers for Four
variables Measured by the Test of
Variable Attention
immediately Following the Boxing Season
and Eight Weeks

Test

Test

1

Variable

m

sd

Omission
errors

87.8

27.8

Commission
errors

77.6

Reaction
t^^^

Variability

M

2

SD

t

95.0

24.9

-1.26

35.5

94.8

30.2

-2.56

94.9

20.1

86.7

26.2

1.46

9

>.05

82.9

23.5

97.3

26.9

-3.84

9

<

df

>.05

9

<.05

05

A repeated measures ANOVA was then employed to

compare the four indices by quarters of Test

1

and Test

2

to ascertain whether the obtained recovery came from a

particular quarter or from all quarters equally.

main effect for time, F(l,

=

9)

7.19, p

A simple

.02, was

<

found

for two of the four indices, commission errors and

variability.
errors

8

Boxers made significantly fewer commission

weeks later than at the end of their last match.

Their consistency of attention also improved significantly
from Test

1

to Test 2, F(l,

9)

= 5.57,

p

<

The ANOVA

.04.

revealed that boxers made significantly more errors of

commission in Quarters
F(3, 27)

= 7.90,

p

<

3

and

,001,

4

than in Quarters

in both Test

1

1

and Test

and
2.

2,
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Boxers also made significantly more
commission errors in
the infrequent condition than in the
frequent condition.
This was an interesting finding because,
according to
Greenberg (1991), commission errors in the
infrequent

condition are very uncommon.

Although no significant

interaction effect between time and quarters
was found, it
approached significance, F(3, 27) = 2.70,
>

£

.06.

A third hypothesis of this investigation
was that the

mean TOVA scores of the boxers obtained

1

hour after the

last match of the boxing season would be significantly

different from the mean TOVA scores of the comparison

basketball players.

An independent groups

to examine this hypothesis.

are shown in Table

4

(p.

56).

t

test was used

The results of this analysis

Significant group differ-

ences were revealed for reaction time and variability.

Basketball players' reaction time was significantly faster
than the reaction time of the boxers both
last boxing match and

8

weeks later.

1

hour after the

A difference in

variability (consistency of responses) mean scores between
the boxers and basketball players indicated that boxers at
1

hour after their last match were less consistent than

the basketball players.

However, this difference

disappeared when the boxers were retested

8

weeks later.
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Table

4

Comparison of Mean Standard Scores of
Boxers for Four
variables Measured by the Test of Variable
Attention
Immediately Following the Boxing Season
and
Eight Weeks
Later with Mean Scores of Basketball
Players

Variable

Boxers
Test 1 Test
M
M

Omission
errors

87.8

Commission
errors

77.6

Reaction
time

94.9

Variability

82.9

Basketball
players
M

t

95.0

91 .7
91 .7

-0 .39
-0 .36

18
18

.700
.720

94.8

75 .0
75 .0

.22
.99

18
18

.820
.060

86.7

111 .8
111 .8

-2 .39
-2 .84

18
18

.028
.011

97.3

103 .0
103 .0

-2 .17
-0 .56

18
18

.043
.584

2

0
1

df

CHAPTER

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Discussion of Findings
This study was designed to answer the
question of
whether lasting attentional deficits resulted
from

repeated mild closed head injuries related to
participation in a youth boxing program.

The subjects consisted of

two groups, a treatment group and a comparison group.

treatment group

(n =

10)

was comprised of amateur boxers

who were participating in a boxing tournament at
youth club.

The

The comparison group

(n =

10)

a local

was made up of

basketball players who were participating in

a

basketball

tournament at the same club.
The Test of Variable Attention (TOVA) was utilized to

measure attentional disruptions.

The TOVA is comprised of

seven variables, of which four were used in this study:

Omission errors,

a

measure of inattention; commission

errors, a measure of response inhibition and impulsivity;

response time,

a

measure of information processing and

motor response speed; and variability of response time,
measure of consistence of attention.
tested

1

and again

The boxers were

hour after the completion of the boxing season
8

weeks later.

The basketball players were

tested while their tournament was in progress.
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The results of the study indicate
that at the end of
the boxing tournament, the cumulative
effects of head

blows sustained during the boxing season
did not have a
significant effect on TOVA measures of
inattention,

inhibition/impulsivity, or information processing
and
motor response speed. The mean scores of the
boxers

for

these variables were not significantly different
from the
TOVA age-appropriate norms.
The variability index, a

measure of consistency of attention, was the only
index
for which the mean score of the boxers differed
from the
norm.

Consistency of attention was inconsistent and

varied at the end of the boxing season and seems to be the
only variable affected by the purported head blows.

Therefore, the first hypothesis of this investigation that
there will be significant differences between the boxers'

mean TOVA scores and TOVA age-appropriate norms was
partially supported.
However, the variability finding is significant

because Greenberg (1991) suggested that with adolescents
and adults the variability index may be the only predictor
of attentional disruptions.

He explained that individuals

with attentional difficulties can at times attend to tasks
and respond appropriately.

This level of performance is

not sustained, however, and performance deteriorates.

Greenberg and Waldman (1993) consistently found that

variability was the most powerful predictor of attentional

disruptions.

They have gone as far as to describe

variability as the hallmark of attentional
dysfunction.
Interestingly, the mean score of the boxers
for

commission errors

(M =

omission errors (M

=

77.6)

87.6)

and their mean score for

fell toward the hypothesized

direction of impaired performance.

It is the opinion of

this investigator that the lack of
significance between

these indices and the TOVA age-appropriate
norms was in
part due to the large standard deviations for
commission

errors (SD = 35.5) and for omission errors (SD =
27.8), as
well as the small number of boxing subjects (10) who

participated in this investigation.

Nevertheless, the

mean score for commission errors approached significance.
Based on this trend and from

a

clinical perspective, it

could be inferred that the boxers at the end of the boxing

season were somewhat more inattentive and were more
impulsive than subjects their age in the normative sample.
Again, this is an important finding given the small sample
size
The boxers' mean score of 94.9 for the response time
index, a measure of processing speed and motor speed, was

solidly average.

This was an unexpected finding because

most studies reviewed (Levin et al., 1989; Norman
1961; Van Zomeren

presence of

a

&

&

Suahn,

Deelman, 1976) demonstrated the

deficit in speed of information processing

as the result of brain injuries.

This reduction of
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information processing has therefore
been used as a
"yardstick" to measure the effects of
head injuries
(Gronwall & Sampson, 1974).
Two possible explanations can
be offered in light of this unexpected
finding.
First,

most of what is known about head injuries
comes from
subjects who tended to be severely traumatically
brain
injured, thus making inferences from traumatically
brain
injured to mild head injured problematic. Another

possible explanation is the one offered by Posner and
Rothbert (1991), who found in their studies of the

vigilance system and anterior attentional system that
these systems involve the locus coeruleus norepinephrine
input to the cortex.

They demonstrated that if one

becomes hyperalert, responses are faster with more

anticipatory reactions and higher error rates

(as

those

demonstrated by the commission errors and variablity
indices)

Heilbruner et al.

(1991),

in a study of 23 amateur

boxers who were assessed immediately before and after

boxing event, utilized

a

a

range of cognitive measures that

included measures of attention and concentration and

processing speed and found enhanced executive and motor
functions post-fights.

They attributed these findings,

most notably the enhanced motor speed, to heightened
autonomic nervous system activity--part of the constellation of psychophysiologic fear-induced symptomatology.
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Perhaps for the boxers this enhanced
autonomic and central
nervous system arousal and enhanced
motor speed was
associated with an inability to inhibit
impulsive
responding to the nontarget and variable
responses to the
target.
Thus, it appears that post-fight boxers,
who are
hyperalert and physiologically aroused, have
appropriate
reaction times to the target symbol. This
hyperarousal
may also explain their impulsive and variable
response
style.

It appears that for these subjects,

their average

reaction times (motor response speed) disrupted
response
inhibition and their consistency of attention.
(1993)

Cohen

found that mild head trauma patients are less able

to suppress automatic or habitual responses during

sustained attention tasks when compared with controls.
The second hypothesis of this investigation predicted

there would be significant differences between boxers'

mean TOVA scores obtained

1

hour after the last boxing

match of the season and those obtained

8

weeks later.

It

was reasoned, based on the pediatric recovery literature
(Wedding et al.

,

1986), that if the subjects did not

sustain any blows to the head for

a

period of

8

weeks,

their attentional/vigilance system would recuperate from
the insults sustained during the length of the boxing

season.

This hypothesis was partially supported by the

results of this study.

The mean score of the boxers for

commission errors or impulsivity improved significantly
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between the end of the boxing season
and the testing 8
weeks later, indicating that the boxers
were better able
to monitor their responses and to
not respond impulsively
to the nontarget.
This finding is consistent with results
reported in the recovery literature (Gronwall
1974; Gronwall

Wedding et al.

Wrightson, 1975; Levin et al.

&

,

1986)

In addition,

&

Sampson,

,

1989;

.

the boxers' consistency of attention

improved significantly between the two testing
conditions

although their reaction time decreased.

Greenberg (1991)

explained that when subjects cortically monitor, they tend
to slow down and thus make less errors of commission.

For

the boxers in this study, a reduction in motor speed,

likely due to not having boxed for

8

weeks, positively

impacted their errors of inattention, errors of
impulsivity, and their consistency of attention.

finding is supported by Cohen's

(1993)

This

research on

attention in which he found that reaction time was
inversely related to accuracy.

Cohen explained that

accurate responses take more time as accurate decisions
require cognitive operations that may go on long after the

end of the stimulus event.
An unexpected finding was that boxers made

significantly more commission errors in the infrequent

condition (Quarters

1

and

condition (Quarters

3

and 4).

2)

than in the frequent

Although an interesting

outcome, this investigator was not
able to find
information on people who make increased
commission errors
in the infrequent condition of the
test.
The third hypothesis of this investigation
stated

that the mean TOVA scores of the boxers

1

hour after the

last match of the boxing season would
differ significantly
from those of basketball players.
It was found that the

basketball players' reaction time was significantly
faster
than that of the boxers at the end of the season
as well
as

8

weeks later.

It is conceivable that the basketball

players experienced the same heightened autonomic nervous

system arousal that the boxers experienced at the end of
the boxing season, resulting in enhanced motor speed.

However, mean scores of the basketball players for

omission errors

(M = 91.7)

and variability (M = 103.0)

were solidly average.
A methodological weakness of this investigation was
that basketball players were tested only once while they

were engaged in their tournament and were not retested

8

weeks after they had stopped participating in their sport,
as was the case with the boxers.

Therefore, it was not

possible to compare retest scores of the boxers and

basketball players.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
It was stated in the introduction
of this paper that

disproportionate number of children of color
are found
in contact sports and that one of the
inevitable

a

by-products of contact sports is the high
incidence of
injuries to the body, face, and head.
It was

also stated

that many afterschool programs designed for
at risk youth
offer boxing because it is believed that boxing
serves as
a

potential buffer against drugs and violence.

This study

was designed to answer the question of whether
repeated
head blows had any significant impact on the attentional

system of these youngsters and thus put them at risk of
not being able to perform in one of their most important

environments

— the

classroom.

The results of the study showed that both boxers and

basketball players, while engaged in their respective
sports, experienced enhanced reaction times that appeared

secondary to autonomic and central nervous system arousal.
For the boxers, this central nervous system arousal seemed

associated with variability in attention and, although not

statistically significant, also with difficulty inhibiting
impulsive responses to the nontarget.
A robust statistical finding was that the boxers at

the end of the boxing season were rather inconsistent at

sustaining their attention to relevant information and
that they tended to respond impulsively to nonrelevant
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information, particularly when over-aroused.
later,

Eight weeks

in their scores for commission
errors and

variability of response time, the boxers
exhibited a trend
toward recovery from attentional disruption
suffered
during participation in their sport. However,
the

hypothesis that lasting attentional deficits
result from
repeated mild head injuries related to participation

in a

youth boxing program was partially supported.
Clearly, a follow-up study utilizing the data from

this study as a baseline should be designed to ascertain

whether sustaining consecutive blows to the head causes
permanent damage to the attentional system of youngsters—

particularly to their ability to sustain their attention
and to inhibit impulsive responses.

Greenberg (1991) and Ewing-Cobbs et al.

(1996)

found

through parent, teacher, and personality questionnaires
that a mild-head-injured group of children had a higher

rate of behavioral disturbance prior to the injury than
a

severely head-injured group of children or

group.

a

control

Greenberg also found that in children and young

adults, commission error times seemed to reflect social

training and family behavioral management techniques (or
lack thereof)

rather than intrinsic deficit in attention.

A study should be designed to obtain

a

behavioral/

attentional baseline for boxers prior to engagement in
their sport to determine whether

a

prior history of

behavioral disturbances and the parents'
behavioral
management techniques are in any way
related to
attentional disruption in amateur boxing
and recovery.
It seems that not participating in
boxing for a

period of

weeks allowed the boxers to recover from
the
purported mild head injuries sustained during
the boxing
8

tournament.

However, significant limitations of this

investigation were the small sample size that created
problems with statistical power and the lack of retesting
the basketball players

8

weeks after their tournament

ended for comparison with the boxers' retest scores.
Also, the normative TOVA sample was not representative of

most urban populations as it was heavily weighted toward

middle- and upper-middle-class Caucasian subjects.

APPENDIX

LETTER TO PARENTS AND CONSENT FORM

Dear Parent:
My name is Jose Ramon Ramirez and I am a doctoral
candidate at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
As part of the requirements for my degree I must
conduct a
research project.
You are being asked to grant permission
tor your son to participate in a study of attentional
problems in boxing. Your son's participation is strictly
voluntary but your cooperation will provide valuable
information concerning this problem.
If you consent to your son's participation in the
study, he will complete a brief medical questionnaire and
will be asked to take a computerized game-like test.
There will be two testing sessions, each consisting of
about 35 minutes. The first session will be held

immediately after the last match of the boxing season.
The second session will be held 8 weeks later.
Let me
assure you that all pertinent information will be kept
confidential and I will be more than glad to discuss any
questions you might have, as well as the results of the
gathered data.

You may contact me at (413) 586-8994 to discuss any
other questions you may have.
I will appreciate your
son's participation in this project.

Sincerely

Jose

67

R.

Ramirez

68

Consent Form

consent to my son's participation in a study
about
possible problems in youth boxing conducted
by Jose Ramon
Ramirez, a doctoral candidate in the School
and CounseUng
Psychology program at the University of
Massachusetts
I
understand that the project's purpose is to
provide
information on whether attentional problems result
from
participation in youth boxing.
I

*

understand that the information generated from my
son s participation in this study will be used
primarily
for a doctoral research project, but it may also be
used
presentations for graduate school classes, professional
conferences, and written publications.
I

m

have been assured that any information that I or my
son offers will be kept strictly confidential and that all
names and identifying information will be kept confidential
as well.
I have been informed that the results of this
project will be made available to me at my request.
I

understand that my son can withdraw from this
project at any time and that there will be no discomfort
to my son during this investigation.
However, if my son
perceives any aspect of this project to be discomforting
to him, I have been assured that he may stop at that time
and withdraw from the rest of the project.
I

am aware that my son will receive a $20 monetary
compensation for participation in this study. I have read
this consent form and have discussed it to my satisfaction
with Mr. Ramirez. He has also answered all of my
questions about the study.
I

*****************************
have read the above
carefully and consent to my son's participation as a
subject under all of the conditions stated.
I,

,

Signature of parent
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